Abstract

Internet is a very crucial part of today's life. And when we discuss about internet, Web Applications come into focus. Now a days many Web Applications use RDBMS & Web Applications allows its valid users to deal with data stored in RDBMS. Traditionally mostly programmers have been trained in terms of writing code to implement the intended functionality but they are not aware of security aspect in many ways. The Web Applications are vulnerable to different types of attacks. One of the most dangerous attack is SQL Injection attack. SQL injection is an attack method used by hackers to retrieve, manipulate, or delete information in organizations' relational databases through web applications. Our technique is
implemented in tool named SQL Injection Detector and Preventer (SIDP) which secures Web Applications from different attacks. A great comparative study is made between SIDP and other similar tools and a conclusion is drawn that SIDP is the most efficient tool of all others.
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